
 

 

Marlborough St Mary’s Primary School 

Year 5 Home Learning – Thursday 7th January 

 

Daily Learning  

 Please continue to use your spelling strategies (located on inside covers of spelling 

books) to practise your spellings. You could revise all spellings from the year so far!  

 You could also sign into Oxford Owl and complete some of the Spelling Extra 

Practice Zone. https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/  

 

 Please use this time to read as much as possible! We would love to hear about the 

books you have read. Write a book review; this could be hand written, typed or you 

could even pin one to a book on the Reading Cloud. 20 minutes minimum 

 Continue to play Times Tables Rock Stars as much as possible. Can you improve your 

speed of recall? You could become a Rock Legend! 

 

Completing home learning 

 You can complete your home learning tasks in your spelling homework book or you can 

complete it electronically. If you need support, then you can upload to assignments in 

Microsoft teams or email it to your class email address. 

(otterclass@marlboroughstmarys.wilts.sch.uk 

watervoleclass@marlboroughstmarys.wilts.sch.uk) 

 

English 

 Yesterday you read the model text and explained those tricky words. 

 Today re-read the model text once more to an adult or sibling so you really know the 

text. 

 As your activity today, draw the setting as it is described.  

 Make sure you label the important parts such as the ‘rain striking the leaves above 

my head’ 

  As it was yesterday – the text is at the bottom of your worksheet.  

 When you have completed this drawing and labelling, think of someone else other 

than our character, that may be taking this same path. Who are they? Why are they 

walking through the same part of the forest? What are they looking for?  

 This writing can all take place under your initial drawing. 

 Be creative! Be accurate with your labelling!  

 There are a few rainforest pictures at the bottom to give you a starting point. 

 

 

 

 

 User Name Password 

Watervole watervoleharris Watervoleharris 

Otter otterambrosini Otterambrosini 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/
mailto:otterclass@marlboroughstmarys.wilts.sch.uk
mailto:watervoleclass@marlboroughstmarys.wilts.sch.uk


 

Maths 

 In today’s task you will be solving some reasoning problems, involving multiplying 

numbers in columns. 

 As yesterday: remember to make sure you line up your numbers correctly in your 

columns. Without lining up carefully, things will quickly unravel. 

 Place the larger number into your column headings and then place the smaller number 

underneath it in the second row below it (in the correct column). 

 Then you need to multiply the single digit by each of the numbers along the top. 

Start with the ones column, working across. 

 Here is the link to yesterday’s video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIOLDPws51Q 

 Make sure you carry down under the line when you exchange and put the exchange 

into the next column. Again if you don’t put the exchange into the next column below 

the line, the calculation will go wrong. 

 If you have had to exchange a number below the line, don’t forget to add it on at the 

end of that column’s work, just like you would when you add number in columns. 

 You can use arrays (shown in yesterday’s sheets) to help you if you get stuck. 

 Scroll down for your task 

 Answers to yesterday’s challenge and today’s work can be found at the very bottom 

of this document, so that you can check and mark your own work. No peeking until 

you are finished though! 

 

Topic 

 

 Yesterday you had the opportunity to research all of the animals that live in the 

Amazon rainforest. 

 Today you have the opportunity to create your own new animal for the rainforest. 

 Imagine that you are the first to discover this new animal!  

 What does it look like? What is it called? Does it have an unusual features? What 

does it eat? Where does it sleep? What sound does it make? Super bonus points if 

you can make a short video of yourself pretending to be this animal!  

 Please use your artistic skills to invent this new species of animal ensuring to show 

the answers to all of the above questions! Good luck. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIOLDPws51Q


               
Here is Mr Morgan and Miss Ambrosini’s Funkey. You can make your own here: 

https://switchzoo.com 

 

 

Other 

 

Day 2 of the Year 5 Task Challenge! 

 

Today’s Challenge – What’s the greenest thing you have? 

 

Mr. Morgan has taken the most green photo. It includes his green tray, a green 

dinosaur (Roary) with his green highlighter pen and in the background is former 

Chelsea goalkeeper Rob Green! 

 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://switchzoo.com/
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Model Text 

 

Carefully, I tiptoed through the forest floor of the Amazon rainforest, 

trying to be quiet. I could hear the rain striking the leaves above my 

head creating a rhythmic drumming. The rainforest itself smelled 

earthy, with the exotic flowers and squelchy soil penetrating my nostrils 

like different scented candles with each breath. I was on a 

solo expedition to find the rare Pacarana. I was sure it existed 

whereas all other scientist believed it was extinct – fools. I had to find 

it. Although, it was raining, I was boiling as the temperature had soared 

to 32°c. My glistening brow getting some much needed shade from 

the emergent layer and the canopy up above. 

As I looked around, something peculiar caught my eye. It was a strange 

looking vine which was rooted into the soil and using the trees to climb 

towards the emergent layer (searching for sunlight). I looked in my 

trusty journal to find out what it was. It was a liana! Very uncommon to 

spot such a stunning plant. I carried on trudging through the damp 

forest floor, not concentrating on where I was stepping but distracted 

by the beauty surrounding me. I stumbled on something. It was a 

buttress root, a major root system above ground to stabilise large trees 

and gather nutrients and water from the soil. Readjusting my shoes, I 

continued in the same direction as before.  

Further along, the path began to narrow. Trees closing all around me like 

a snug hug from a relative unvisited for months. I leant forward to 

touch the leaf from one tree; it felt moist from all the rain it had 

funnelled. As I continued walking, I looked up at the emergent layer, 

only speckles of sunlight now escaping through. With focus, I listened to 

the birds, flying high above the emergent layer. Soaring like Gods above 

their kingdom. Suddenly, I heard a gentle snap… 

 



Rainforest pictures! 
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Keep scrolling down for today’s answers. 
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